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As pioneers of digital transformation, Microsoft now has a complete
set of powerful business tools in the form of Dynamics 365.

Microsoft
Dynamics 365

In this infographic we use an example manufacturing business to
demonstrate the available technologies that can help businesses
through every stage of the modern sales and customer service
process.

STAGE

TASK

1

TECHNOLOGY
CRM

Sell the product

Using the Dynamics 365 for Sales application will allow you to take control of
your sales pipeline like never before. You will have the ability to lookup leads,
add contacts, add important information, check what stage of the sales cycle
your prospects are at and automate marketing tasks to nurture leads to the
point of sale.

2

INTERNET
OF THINGS

Monitor the product

With advancements in the technology behind “The Internet of Things” it is now
possible to monitor products after sale. We can now track statistics on things
like usage, location, temperature, vibrations, the environment theproduct is
stored in and much more. It is becoming increasingly possible to connect
products & devices to deliver performance results.

3

MACHINE
LEARNING

Predictively indentify maintenance
The data captured through monitoring the product can then be fed into

Microsoft Azure’s Machine Learning which will store the data and through the
use of algorithims, learn when products have previously failed and recognise
patterns in usage statistics to effectively predict when a product may fail in
future. This will allow for maintenance to be carried out before a failure occurs.

4

CRM

Automatically create a job

When your system has detected that maintenance will be required, connected
CRM processes can run a workflow to automatically create a new job to i.e.
order a new part or schedule a meeting with the customer to inspect
equipment etc.

5

CRM

Call centre books the job with client
If the job cannot be automated due to requiring more information or

confirmation of dates etc. with the customer then it can be passed to the the
customer services team to contact the customer then process the job and then
update CRM.

6

FIELD
SERVICE

Auto allocate the job and optimise the route

When all the job information is collated, the Field Services app can then auto
allocate the job to the correct team by matching their skill-set and tools, as
well checking their GPS location. The Field Service app can even map a route
and schedule to maximise efficiency across multiple booked jobs.

7

Access knowledge base

CRM

A knowledge base is an excellent resource to provide staff with quick and easy
to find information on previous issues that have been documented and have a
proven solution to fix common problems. This can be accesed anywhere on any
device and even updated in the field.

8

FIELD
SERVICE

Update the job on site to complete
With the ability to access all of Dynamics 365 from anywhere, using any

device, the field agent can update the job in CRM and add any relevant notes to
the account for further action to be taken or to close the job as completed.

9

Automatically notify the customer the job is complete

CRM

When the job is completed and updated in CRM, a workflow can be setup to
automatically notify the customer by email, text or have a letter drafted and
scheduled for posting. With Dynamics 365 Financials connected, you could
also have a worflow to automate client
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